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                        Nurture your child's potential with Alo

                        Measure your child's development and gain insights to help them progress.

                        Get Alo Free
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                        What is this app?

                        At the heart of Alo lies a compassionate approach to early childhood development. This
                            innovative mobile app serves as a reliable guide for parents of children aged 0-3 and those
                            with developmental challenges. With Alo, parents can monitor their child's milestones, gain
                            meaningful insights, and access a wealth of personalised games and activities to encourage
                            development. By offering a comprehensive and nurturing experience, Alo strengthens the bond
                            between parents and their children while paving the way for a bright and fulfilling future.
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                        * Your information will be private and will not be passed on to a third party - please
                            refer to our terms and conditions and privacy policy
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                        Stimulate and support your child with helpful games to develop their new skills.

                        Development is so easy even babies can do it, but every child needs a helping hand. Alo is
                            your guide in providing a personalised selection of games and activities that are aligned
                            with your child's developmental milestones, drawn from a profile that adapts as they grow.
                            Witness the joy of your child's blossoming abilities with each interaction, and know that
                            with Alo, you're not just monitoring their growth, you're actively nurturing it. 

                        Download now
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                        Who we are

                    

                    
                        The Alo team is a collaboration of dedicated professionals from Developing Childhood, The
                            Developing Foundation, and Queensland University of Technology. Our shared vision is to help
                            parents better understand and nurture their child's development. By combining our collective
                            expertise in early childhood development, research, and technology, we have created an app
                            that provides parents with the tools and insights needed to be active participants in their
                            child's growth. We are committed to helping families every step of the way, empowering them
                            to foster a loving and supportive environment for their children.
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                        How Alo Works

                        A Comprehensive View of Your Child's Motor-Sensory Development
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                        At the core of Alo's methodology lies the examination of six motor-sensory domains: Auditory,
                            Speech, Vision, Hand, Tactile, and Movement. This comprehensive approach enables parents to
                            monitor their child's development and progress in a holistic manner. Through easy-to-follow
                            instructions, Alo guides parents in conducting milestone checks that assess their child's
                            functional abilities, establishing the child's developmental rather the chronological age in
                            each of the six domains. It then provides individualised play-based activites for each
                            milestone, thereby nuturing as well as monitoring development. With a rich database of 348
                            milestones, Alo offers a personalized and in-depth view of your child's developmental
                            journey.

                        Get Alo Free
                    

                

            

        
        
            
                Let's get started on the app now!

                
                    
                        	Features	Free offer 	Paid offer
	Milestone check in's offered at specific time periods that once completed
                                        will allow the app to identify your child's functional age 		
	Measures development of child over time and displays graphs that provide
                                        insights		
	Provides some games/activities to assist child's
                                        development 		
	Provides all access to games/activities to assist child's
                                        development 		
	Prediction on when your child will hit future milestones 		
	Designed program with an intensive set of sequenced activities to fast track
                                        your child's development 		
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                        Alo Developing Childhood
                        ANDROID
                        IOS
                        Utility
                        
                            Monthly

                            



$9.99
                            per month
                            billed AUD$9.99

                        
                        
                            Annually

                            
$6.99
                            per month
                            billed AUD$77.99

                        
                        
                            Free

                            
$0
                            per month

                        
                    
                
                
                    
                        Free offer - some features, whole family access.

                        	Milestone check in's offered at specific time periods that
                                once completed will allow
                                the app to identify your child's functional age 
	Measures development of child over time and displays graphs
                                that provide insights
                            
	Provides some games/activities to assist
                                child's development 
	Provides all access to
                                games/activities to
                                assist child's
                                development 
	Prediction on when your child will hit future
                                milestones
                            
	Designed program with an intensive set of sequenced
                                activities to fast track your
                                child's development 
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                                    per month 
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                        All features, whole family access.

                        	Milestone check in's offered at specific time periods that
                                once completed will allow
                                the app to identify your child's functional age 
	Measures development of child over time and displays graphs
                                that provide insights
                            
	Provides some games/activities to assist
                                child's development 
	Provides all access to games/activities to
                                assist child's
                                development 
	Prediction on when your child will hit future milestones
                            
	Designed program with an intensive set of sequenced
                                activities to fast track your
                                child's development 
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            What parents say about Alo

            
                
                    

                        “I go to mothers groups and see where other children are at, it (developing childhood) puts
                            things into perspective. It gives you ways he can learn that skill. It’s all about your
                            child. It helped us feel a little bit more in control.”

                        Aarathy, Ryde, New South Wales

                    

                

                
                    
                        “I would recommend the program to other mums, especially first time mums to give them
                            confidence to make sure they are on the right track. It’s a useful tool instead of just
                            relying
                            on friends and relatives and hearsay, you have a resource on hand.”

                        Fiona, Bethania, Queensland

                    

                

                
                    
                        “I just really like it because it’s easy to use and just nice to keep a track of things as
                            you can
                            get caught up with life and not really notice that things aren't developing as they should.
                            I
                            would recommend it for everyone to use.”

                        Robyn, Wattle Grove, New South Wales
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